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Abstract 

Federally funded floodplain buyouts are a nonstructural flood mitigation practice that uses 

federal grants to remove people and businesses from flood-prone areas to end financial 

strain on the National Flood Insurance Program. Past research indicates that the selection 

processes of buyouts made by the program implementors can cause or perpetuate social 

inequities. More research on the experiences of pre- and post-buyout participants is 

needed to improve these practices for more benefit and less harm. Qualitative data about 

those participants exists in real property records found within County Clerk files that is 

useful for collecting demographics, legal proceedings, and post-buyout geographical 

information for research that supports transparency and equity in future buyout 

processes. This applied research project explores the qualitative information found on 

real property records, best data recording and interpretation practices, and mapping past 

buyouts in Harris County, Texas made by the Harris County Flood Control District.  
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I. Introduction

A floodplain property acquisition, also known as a “buyout”, is a nonstructural

flood mitigation practice that permanently removes homes and businesses from 

high-risk, flood-prone areas. Buyouts are often used as a tool in purposeful movement of 

people and assets away from high-risk regions, especially those affected or to be affected by 

climate change, a practice referred to as “managed retreat”. Typically, buyout programs 

appraise flood-prone property and make an offer to the owners based on the         pre- or post-

disaster fair market value (FMV). By removing structures from  flood-prone land and relocating 

families and businesses to safer areas, local governments can strengthen community flood 

hazard resilience, while also reducing the cost burdens of emergency response and recovery 

efforts on the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP). 

In the face of increased risks to coastal and riverine communities brought by climate 

change, buyouts offer state and local governments the ability to retreat people and 

infrastructure from flood-prone areas rather than relying solely on structural flood mitigation 

projects. Many vacated properties remain vacant, but some plots are cleared of structures 

and present opportunities for wildlife habitat improvement, ecosystem services enhancement, 

and the potential for new or extended recreational land for the public (ELI 2017). However, 

the success of transitioning buyout properties to public space or habitat restoration depends 

greatly upon the location of the property, available funding, and the ability of the local 

government or community to implement and maintain projects (Zavar  2016). 

Buyouts also present potential social justice implications based on where and from 

whom government officials make decisions about acquiring properties (Siders 2018). Prior 

research on the processes of buyout decision-making indicates that there is a lack of 

transparency with the public by program implementers. Lack of transparency then has the 
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potential to exacerbate social inequity and reduce buyout participation rates (Siders 2018). 

Transparency is key in the equation of good governance (Hood and Heald 2006), and 

as such, communities impacted by governmental decisions on buyouts and the management 

of land post-buyout must be presented with as much information and details as possible to 

have their voices heard and make the best decisions for themselves. Maps and easily 

accessible data can empower communities and non-governmental organizations with the 

proper information to analyze and make decisions (Knack et al. 2017). Therefore, providing 

comprehensive maps demonstrating the patterns and locations of all buyouts completed 

within a region may put the power of decision-making and choice into the hands of affected 

business owners, homeowners, land managers, and researchers. 

The study area for this applied research report is centered in Harris County, Texas, 

one of the most flood susceptible counties in the United States due to urban planning 

decisions and policies that have resulted in substantial wetland losses and exponential 

growth in the impervious cover which have negatively impacted the land’s ability to impede 

and absorb floodwaters (Zhang et al. 2018). Harris County has completed the greatest 

number of buyouts within the US (Patterson 2018). In combination with its  flood control 

authority, the Harris County Flood Control District (HCFCD), which operates one of the 

nation’s most robust and well-funded buyout programs, Harris County has the potential to 

serve as a premier example of an efficient and just purveyor of  buyouts for all urban coastal 

and riverine communities. 
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Capital may serve as the underlying motivation of managed retreat for some which in 

turn perpetuates environmental injustice. The protection provided by appropriate, sound 

structural flood mitigation projects in all communities, the equitable assistance to 

permanently evacuate high-risk areas, and the prioritization of the physical and social well-

being of residents over financial gain or loss set the foundation for a people-first approach to 

improving practices in flood resilience. Floodplain buyouts are an under-researched topic that 

lacks in knowledge of the personal experiences, critiques, and thoughts of those who have 

completed or tried to complete the process. To reap the greatest benefits of managed retreat 

tools like buyouts, more research is necessary.   

This directed applied research project seeks to establish methods in data collection for 

a more thorough understanding of the past mistakes and successes in buyout programs so 

the future of buyouts renders more success than the past.  

Using Harris County as the study site, the HCFCD as a governing authority of buyout 

programs, and the Harris County Clerk (HCC) real property archives as the source for 

collecting data about past buyouts, this directed research project investigates the following 

questions: Where have completed voluntary floodplain buyouts occurred within Harris 

County, Texas since 2000? What entities other than the HCFCD purchase floodplain 

properties? What information do real property records contain that can be analyzed and 

recorded to supply additional information about the properties and the property owners? How 

can we apply the findings  of  this type of research to inform the smarter, people-focused 

implementation of future buyouts? 
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II. Background

a. Harris County

This study is situated within Harris County, Texas. Located in Southeast Texas, the 

county includes the Houston metropolitan area and is home to nearly five million people (US 

Census Bureau 2020). The county’s location along the Texas Gulf Coast combined with its 

clayey soil, its historical development within the floodplain, consistent population growth, and 

the ever-expanding built environment makes it particularly vulnerable to flood-related 

hazards. Over four percent of the county is covered by water bodies, including two dozen 

creeks and bayous, and entails 22 classified watersheds (HCFCD 2020a). The county’s 

hydrology is an important factor to consider due to the incredible number of lives, homes, 

businesses, and property that are impacted by its frequent flooding events. In fact, 

approximately 25 percent of the City of Houston’s residential property value resides in the 

one percent or .2 percent floodplain (Sherman et al. 2021). 

Harris County is also experiencing consistent population growth. In 2017, the county 

government reported that it experienced a 67 percent population growth since 1990, and it 

consistently ranks as one of the nation’s fastest-growing counties (HCBMD 2017). As the 

population and impervious surfaces continue to grow, it  is increasingly critical for the county 

to manage and plan for major flooding issues, especially as climate change continues to 

threaten coastal urban areas. 

As the county continues to grow and expand its built environment, the at-risk surface 

area of climate change-related hazards will also expand (Kim and Newman 2019), increasing 

the number of lives at risk, as well as the costs of reconstruction. Private sectors and the 

Chamber of Commerce within the county have also contributed to urban development in 

high-risk areas (Fisher 1989) for the purpose of expanding and attracting businesses. As 
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climate change-related sea-level rise persists, the area of floodplains in Houston is expected 

to expand, further increasing flood risk (Newman and Kim 2019). The issues of Harris 

County’s expanding urban boundary are exacerbated by the lack of formal zoning laws in 

Houston that could have prevented or halted present-day development in high-risk areas 

(Qian 2010). 

 

b. The Harris County Flood Control District (HCFCD) 

The HCFCD is a special purpose district tasked with addressing flood control within 

Harris County. As defined by the Texas Senate Research Center (2014), a special purpose 

district is the most basic level of government within Texas and serves more specific purposes 

than the general municipal, state, or county governments (Texas Senate Research Center 

2014). Special purpose districts have the legal power to perform such actions as acquiring 

and selling land, collecting taxes, and issuing bonds. Special purpose districts are typically 

overseen by a commissioner court or a board of directors. In the case of HCFCD, the Harris 

County Commissioners Court is the special district’s governing body. HCFCD serves as a 

local partner with the United States Army Corps of Engineers to implement flood mitigation 

projects (HCFCD 2020a). 

The original purpose of the district was to oversee the rivers, floodwaters, and other 

water bodies within Harris County for municipal flood control. Other responsibilities included 

the drainage of overflow, conservation of forests within the county, and maintaining and 

regulating stormwater to ensure the navigability of the navigable waters within the county. 

Today, HCFCD’s mission is to provide flood damage reduction projects. HCFCD states that it 

accomplishes that mission in three ways. First, by creating flood damage reduction plans. 

Second, by implementing the flood damage reduction plans. Third, by overseeing and 
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maintaining the quality and functionality of the infrastructure. (HCFCD 2020a). A key part of 

the organization’s mission is to accomplish these steps with “appropriate consideration” of 

the community and the natural value of the areas where projects are planned and 

implemented. For much of the district’s flood mitigation projects, use of eminent domain and 

“voluntary” buyouts are employed to empty up land.  

As of 2018, the district used $342 million in funds from the federal government, the 

state, and the county since its buyout program began in 1985 (Patterson 2018). Since 1985, 

the district has acquired over 3,100 properties and has restored over 1,060 acres to the 

floodplain. As the prominent local sponsor of the buyout program  funded by FEMA, all 

applications for voluntary buyouts are submitted to HCFCD. 

c. Buyouts

The HCFCD buyout program purchases properties that are several feet deep in the 

floodplain. Properties purchased have been deemed not cost-effective or the land has not 

been considered beneficial for the construction of flood control projects (HCFCD 2020a). 

Cost-effectiveness is  measured by the home’s value and the cost to demolish all structures. 

If that number is greater than the estimated cost to implement home elevation or flood control 

structures, it is not considered cost-effective. The buyout program is in part funded through 

the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) and the United States Department of 

Housing and Urban Development (HUD).  

The timeline from applying for the buyout program to the payout and demolition of 

property can take over two years to complete (Song Ibid, Shaw, & Satilja 2017). The buyout 

process is accomplished in three main steps: securing funding, identifying and prioritizing 

properties, and lastly, property maintenance (FEMA 2020). The funding for the HCFCD 
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buyout program is secured largely by FEMA through the Hazard  Mitigation Grant Program 

(HMGP). HUD issues grants under the Community Block Development Grant (HMGP) 

program. All grants are first released to state governments that have applied for funding 

following a disaster declaration. Local governments and agencies like the HCFCD can apply 

for grants that the state has secured. Once funding from the state is received, the HCFCD 

may begin allocating funds to its prioritized property owners (HCFCD 2020b). In most 

situations, the HCFCD is required to match at least 25 percent of the federal funding and 

often fronts the costs for expenses not covered by federal dollars, such as relocation 

(HCFCD 2021). 

In general, FEMA provides grants for communities participating in the NFIP and 

requires all properties receiving funding from its agency to be environmentally sound, cost-

effective, and viable in reducing future risk (FEMA 2007). While the administering agency 

determines the FMV price for the property, FEMA requires the FMV to be that of the property 

pre-disaster. Properties acquired using HUD funding are required to either benefit low- or 

moderate-income (LMI) households, address and eliminate slums and urban blight, or 

contribute to solving a public safety need (HUD 2017 eligibility). CDBG grants allow the 

administering agency to offer the owner either pre- or post-disaster FMV, and while offering 

the post-disaster FMV saves funds and allows the administrator        to purchase more properties, 

it may also result in less participation in the buyout program (Siders 2019). 

Each buyout program has its respective additional qualifications. The HCFCD 

prioritizes qualified properties based on five factors: flood depth and life safety, future land 

use, percent of public ownership, owner and community interest, and maintenance. Flood 

depth and life safety refer to how deep the property’s floodplain is, as greater depth 

increases the risk of harm to life. Future land use refers to the possibilities of how the land 
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can be used after the acquisition. Percent of public ownership implies that a greater 

percentage of public ownership of a buyout area increases the benefits presented by the 

buyout. Owner and community interest refers to the amount of support the community shows 

for the buyout. Property maintenance refers to the costs of maintaining the land once a 

buyout is made- the lower the costs of maintenance, the higher the priority rating the property 

receives (HCFCD 2020b). Priority is given to homes that are within the 1 percent floodplain 

or nearest to bayous and creeks; the two factors typically coincide. 

III. Literature Review

Managed retreat is a mitigation strategy that removes people and businesses out of 

hazardous areas, “retreating” from the impacts of climate change or the poor city planning 

decisions of the past- sometimes a combination of both. Buyout programs are a tool for 

achieving managed retreat. Implementing buyouts as a mitigation strategy saves funds, 

decreases dependence on structural mitigation action, and presents opportunities for 

communities to repurpose the newly emptied land into public spaces.  

However, the process is considered controversial to many. The decisions of who, 

where, and what is acceptable for a buyout generate the possibility of sustaining or creating 

social inequities and environmental injustice. With the goal of creating a more agreeable 

process, governments and buyout program implementers need to continuously make 

improvements in decision-making processes by creating a culture of absolute transparency 

in the programs’ parameters and procedures to gain public trust, as well as include the public 

in meetings to keep them informed. 

The impacts of climate change will undoubtedly continue to increase the risk from 
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major flooding events and storms. Hurricanes and major storms that result in flooding are 

expensive. Hurricane Harvey alone resulted in an estimated $125 billion in damagesi n Texas 

(NHC 2018). Due to the rising costs of protecting and restoring communities deep in the 

floodplain, managed voluntary retreat by buyout is expected to play an important role in 

floodplain adaptation (Kousky 2014). The intention of buyouts is to reduce the damage costs 

in future major flooding events by decreasing the number of NFIP at-risk policies (FEMA 

2021c). FEMA claims that buyout programs instituted in Austin, Minnesota have saved 

millions of dollars in flood damage (FEMA 2021d), indicating that other regions can also be 

prevented from withdrawing billions of dollars in federal funding following a disaster. The 

HCFCD reported that an estimated $12.4 million in damages were prevented from occurring 

during the 2015 Memorial Day floods in Texas because of the previous completion of 550 

buyouts (FEMA 2021e). As flooding disasters become more frequent, buyouts aid in the  

prevention of high-cost recovery efforts. 

Buyouts present the opportunity to pivot to a stronger reliance on non-structural 

solutions to flooding and less dependency on structural practices.  While buyouts provide 

nearly certain safety for all those people and buildings that have been removed from the at-

risk flood areas, structural mitigation projects like levees and dams only reduce the risk of 

flooding, are susceptible to failure, and create a false sense of security. Flood control 

structures also require additional funding for maintenance throughout their lifetime. Funds for 

the maintenance of the structures are dependent upon the amount of funding that 

communities and local governments can secure from the state and federal governments 

(Flood Factor 2021), which may impact the reliability of the structures during and after 

disasters. Construction of structural projects has been found to promote development and 

increase the population within floodplains (Holway and Burby 1988; Montz and Gruntfest 
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1986) therefore generating more risk. 

 Non-structural mitigation practices are generally accepted as cost-effective strategies 

that  present additional benefits as such as more green spaces and opportunities for 

conservation projects. Once the property has been cleared of all buildings and structures, the 

use of the land is decided by the community or local governments. FEMA           requires that the 

land be dedicated and maintained in perpetuity as an open space for the conservation of 

natural floodplain function” and allows for it to be used for the creation of parks, wetlands 

management, reserves, unpaved parking lots, and buffer zones (FEMA 2021f).  

Repurposing the newly vacant land can improve wildlife habitats, provide new 

recreational areas, and enhance ecosystem services. Such projects may also increase the 

property values of surrounding properties (FEMA 2021f), improve the quality of life for the 

surrounding community with new amenities, and beautify the neighborhood (ELI 2017). 

However, not all completed buyout properties are considered high-utility, and the repurposing 

of the land is dependent upon the ideals and expectations of the surrounding community 

(Zavar 2012). While some local governments creatively repurpose the land, research 

indicates that most buyout sites remain as vacant lots, often too scattered and intermingled 

with private properties to provide enough contiguous land for open space development 

(Zavar and Hagelman 2016). The non-contiguous, patchwork buyout sites are particularly 

difficult to repurpose in urban environments where buildings, concrete, and lack of adequate 

space exists (ELI 2017). To make the most use of the newly vacated land, the buyout 

program administrators will need to communicate with other organizations implementing 

buyouts programs and strategically plan for buyouts that will yield contiguous vacant plots 

and focus on projects that benefit the remaining community. 

The resources available to the community also determine how  the site is repurposed. 
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Long-term management and maintenance of any newly developed open space requires 

funding sources and manpower (ELI 2017), which may impose limits on the abilities of a 

community to make meaningful use of the land. Funding, or lack thereof, is the most critical 

factor in determining how the land is used (Zavar and Hagelman 2016). Furthermore, the 

policies and guidelines for any buyout program and its post-buyout purpose are set by its 

local, overseeing agency, which often receives little to no guidance from the federal funding 

agencies in implementing the buyout program or the  management of the site post-buyout 

(Greer and Binder 2017; Zavar 2016). 

The practice of implementing buyouts and managed retreat (as funded by FEMA 

HMGP) has existed for over 25 years, but the process still requires maturation in the way of 

addressing social and environmental justice issues and community displacement. No climate 

change-driven impact is equally distributed socially, economically, or demographically (IPCC 

2013), and the uneven distribution of resources and power will ensure that the responses to 

climate change are just as inequitable.  

Decisions in the buyout process have the capacity to perpetuate or reduce social 

inequities depending on the methods that decision-makers implement, and in how 

transparent information and intentions are made. The ways by which the cost-benefit 

analysis (CBA) of properties is conducted may also perpetuate social inequities (Siders 

2018).  

CBAs of potential buyouts are inherently subjective and can exclude homes and 

properties within mid or low-income neighborhoods. Buyout CBAs are based on federal 

guidelines and subjective practices in judging the value of properties when measuring cost-

effectiveness. This has resulted in officials deeming more low-income households as 

substantially damaged as compared to high-income homes (de Vries and Fraser 2012).  
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Property owners may choose to decline the buyout and instead alter their homes to 

comply with new floodplain management regulations. This often becomes troublesome 

because any homeowner receiving FEMA funds or living within a substantially damaged 

NFIP covered area will likely be required to make those alterations if the buyout is not 

accepted, instating the possibility for low-income homeowners to feel forced to accept the 

buyout if they cannot afford the alterations, (de Vries and Fraser 2012) thus leading to the 

question of how “voluntary” voluntary buyouts truly are. 

Additionally, low-income communities are more susceptible to community 

displacement than mid to high-income communities. The cost-effectiveness rule requires that 

the property be cheaper to demolish than to receive flood control structures for future flood 

protection. This leads to mid to high-income communities receiving the benefit of flood 

control structures and the ability to remain in their homes and community, whereas low-

income communities are not afforded the same option (Tate et. al. 2016). Buyouts in low-

income communities may also reduce the number of affordable housing options and lower tax 

revenues, further impacting those who choose to stay as well as those who hope to remain 

close to their original home. On the other hand, installing flood mitigation structures, 

removing low-income “substandard” homes, and renovating the empty land with amenities 

like parks can drive up property taxes, (FEMA 2021f) putting folks remaining in the vicinity in 

probable financial strain. 

Since buyout funds are issued by the federal agency to the local agency, it is the 

responsibility of the local agency to decide the who and where, as well as the compensation 

for the voluntary buyout properties chosen; many people apply but only a small percentage 

are selected. Over 3,500 people applied to the HCFCD’s buyout program following 2017 

Hurricane Harvey, but only 20 percent of the applicants met the many qualifications set in 
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place (Song Ibid, Shaw, and Satilja 2017). Some municipal governments may have buyout 

programs, but due to restrictions and qualifications, only a small portion will receive the 

benefits of buyouts while many are left in the 1 percent floodplain with greater financial 

obligations.  

Furthermore, the time span alone from the disaster declaration to the application to 

the demolition of the home is discouraging enough to stop some people in dangerous flood-

prone areas from applying to the program. An HCFCD flood mitigation project titled “Project 

Hunting” on Houston’s Hunting Bayou watershed was announced in the early 1990s, but voluntary 

relocations did not begin until 2007, followed seven years later by the initiation of houses taken via 

eminent domain. Affected residents were left without clear information regarding the timeline or 

certainty of the project’s implementation for nearly two decades, causing them prolonged anxiety 

and confusion (Lynn 2017). The processes used by officials require a look into best practices 

for implementing buyout programs with shorter timelines, or at minimum, that keep affected 

residents informed. 

Buyout programs have been criticized for demonstrating a lack of transparency in their 

processes. Currently, no program requirements exist for governments or other program 

implementers to provide clear information regarding the program administration, inclusion or 

exclusion parameters, or honest, realistic timelines (Greer and Binder 2016). The lack of 

transparency in the buyout program fuels public distrust, leading to a lack of participation and 

creating the potential for buyouts to appear to have or to have socially inequitable results 

(Siders, Hino, and Mach 2019). Among other factors, transparency in the  buyout process is a 

necessary step for program managers to implement to increase public trust and future 

participation. Transparency allows the public the opportunity to understand the process in its 

entirety while also demonstrating that those heading the program acknowledge and respect 
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the difficult decisions and changes those participants are agreeing to endure. 

In a statement issued by the HCFCD regarding Project Hunting, the spokesperson promised 

to make those impacted by relocations “whole again” (Lynn 2017). Relocating communities and 

promising a sense of wholeness in their sense of place and belonging requires more than adequate 

compensation, and everyone’s interpretation of wholeness would vary. But in a unique move, 

HCFCD made efforts to communicate with the communities impacted by the project, initiating 

over 20 public meetings with residents, business owners, park and bayou protection 

organizations, the local Habitat for Humanity, and other local organizations. The public 

meetings rendered changes to the project that attempted to preserve the low-income, 

minority neighborhood, Kashmere Gardens, rather than eliminating the neighborhood entirely 

(Lynn 2017). While relocated residents and the neighborhood at large may not be “whole” as 

they were when the community was intact, these interactions between the HCFCD and the 

public exemplifies the power of the agency getting to know the people affected and seeking 

out their critiques and concerns before starting a mass flood control project that impacts 

living situations of others. The necessity for the public to participate in voluntary buyout 

programs will continue to rise as the demand for managed retreat increases.  

Negative impacts from relocation are the responsibility of state actors who discount 

the importance of place and community, thus poorly and inadequately administering the 

process (Griffifths 2005). By principle, no community should be left “worse off” following the 

process of relocation (Griffiths 2005). Research from Kevin Lynn (2017) provides insights 

from the current and relocated residents of Kashmere Gardens on their experiences with the 

buyout process. Interviews revealed grief over leaving a home and neighborhood, frustration 

with timelines and interactions with HCFCD personnel, and anxiety from leaving a home 

where the mortgage is paid off, quality of the new home, and the financial strain the process 

might cause. Ultimately, the interviews indicated that households require ample information, 
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legal resources, access to mental health counseling, and opportunities to express concerns. 

IV. Data

The data I collected for the floodplain property acquisition (FPA) database and maps

were obtained from the Harris County Clerk Real Property search portal, data request  portals 

on municipal government websites, and through GIS sources offering free shapefiles. 

a. Data Acquired through the Harris County Clerk Document Search Portal

The majority of the data in the database I created was collected through the “Harris 

County Clerk Real Property Document Search Portal” on the Harris County Clerk (HCC)  

website. This document search portal allows users to search for all real property granted to 

HCFCD [Appendix A]. The initial search for all property granted to the HCFCD yielded 

approximately 2,300 return documents (as of November 1, 2021) for voluntary buyouts, as 

well as properties acquired through eminent domain by HCFCD for projects intended for 

flood control projects or by condemnation. 

Voluntary buyouts are the focus of this study, but property acquisitions by eminent 

domain are an important next step in researching the processes of managed retreat from the 

floodplain. As such, I recorded all the information from documents describing eminent domain 

acquisitions in the FPA database. 

Each return document is categorized into an instrument type, or legal document type, 

denoting the method by which the property was acquired. For this  database, six instrument 

type categories were used: General warranty deeds, special warranty deeds, easements, 

final judgments on the award, lis pendens, and final court judgments. 

The largest category is classified as “general warranty deeds”, notated in the search 
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portal as “W/D”. In Texas, general warranty deeds are documents that transfer titles with 

express and implied warranties and warrant the entire chain of title to the grantee (Silberman 

Law Firm 2021). Special warranty deeds are notated as “S W/D”, transfer property titles, but 

imply limitations on warranties or guarantees. “Easement” instrument types, notated as 

“EASMT” express eminent domain acquisitions of property, typically partial, for the use of 

easements. Instrument types listed as final judgments on award total, notated as “JUDGE”, 

indicate that the property grantor objected to the award offered by the HCFCD in court and 

that the court made a final decision on the award to the grantor. Lis pendens instrument 

types, notated as “L/P”, indicate that there is a pending legal action brought on by a notice of 

eminent domain to the original property owner. Final court judgment instrument types, 

notated as “ORDER”, include all court-ordered rulings on eminent domain legal proceedings. 

Each of the documents pulled from the Harris County Clerk Portal contained some or 

all of the following details: 

● The name of the property owner(s), also known as the “grantee”

● The compensation, or award, granted for the property by the HCFCD

● The date of the transfer

● The type of grant funding used for voluntary buyout properties

● A description of the property location

Some of the documents also contain additional information including the property’s 

tract and unit number, marital status of the grantee(s), the sex of the grantee(s), the purpose 

for the use of properties acquired through eminent domain, whether the land is commercial or 

residential, whether the property acquired contained a full or partial section of the parcel, the 

grantee(s) new address, and whether and why the use of eminent domain was legally 

contested. 
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The location of each property is listed in various ways on the documents. Most of the 

documents contain a unit and tract number, a lot and block number, the name of the 

subdivision, or descriptions of streets and intersections. A small portion of the documents 

contains physical addresses. Others contain metes and bounds descriptions recorded by the 

land survey contractor. A small number of the documents does not  contain any information 

pertaining to the property’s location. Recording geographic information about the property 

was necessary for the chance that the geocoded data I requested from the HCFCD was not 

received or if the received file was missing a property and I would need to manually add it to 

the map. 

b. Data Acquired from the HCFCD

The HCFCD does not publish any of its geographic data in formats for GIS on its 

website. However, as public information, the data is available by request. I contacted the 

district via its website contact form requesting shapefiles of the buyouts and eminent domain 

acquisitions. The files I received contain 3,776 rows of buyout descriptions displayed as 

polygons in the shape of the property. The properties dated back to 2000. This filed 

contained nearly three times the number of records I found in the HCC searches. I believe 

this can be attributed to lost paperwork and lack of upkeep with the online database. 

The eminent domain acquisitions file is in the same format and contains over 10,000 rows 

dating back to the 1920s. Both shapefiles were converted from polygons to point features, 

and all eminent domain properties acquired before 2000 were removed from the attribute 

table leaving 1,615 points. 
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c. Data Acquired from Municipal Governments

To fully represent all the floodplain property buyouts completed throughout Harris 

County, I contacted every individual municipal government within Harris County for 

information and data on acquisitions made through programs led by the town without 

assistance from the HCFCD. Most of the municipalities do not lead an acquisition program 

and leave all acquisition decisions and projects to the HCFCD.  

Aside from the buyout program that the HCFCD leads, Harris County’s Community 

Service Department has a buyout program under the name “Project Recovery'' that uses 

Hazard Mitigation Grant Programs (HMGP) funds. After filing requests for GIS data, I did not 

receive a response. 

VI. Methodology

a. Collecting Data from All Entities with Federal Grant-Funded Buyout Programs

I sought to collect GIS data from every other organization and government within

Harris County that leads a federal grant-funded floodplain buyout program. This involved 

researching governments and organizations that purchase floodplain properties, contacting 

those governments and organizations, and filing data requests.  

Municipal governments also can apply for federal flood mitigation grants, so I 

attempted to collect any buyout data that might exist within the city governments of Harris 

County. I first contacted via email and/or phone call every municipal government within the 

county asking if they had a buyout program, and kept a chart detailing who was contacted, 

what the response was, and if data was received.  

Of the 34 villages, towns, and cities partially or fully within the Harris County 
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boundaries, only two municipalities lead a buyout program. The Cities of La Porte and 

Pearland stated that their governments use federal grants to purchase flood-prone homes. I 

submitted data requests through each city’s respective website and received shapefiles to 

add to the final map. The City of Nassau Bay led a one-time buyout project following 

Hurricane Harvey and provided me with addresses for the eight properties it purchased. 

Harris County leads a buyout program separate from that of the HCFCD. The Harris 

County government established Project Recovery following the 2017 Hurricane Harvey to 

use CDBG-Mitigation (CDBG-MIT) funds to purchase flood-damaged homes (Harris 

Recovery 2021). While the program’s website contains a section on program transparency, I 

was unable to obtain any data from it. This may be due to a lack of staff available to respond 

to calls and emails, or a lack of access to files that would have data. It should be mentioned 

here that local governments and organizations are likely not refusing to share data or 

information, but rather may have missed a request or lacked staff members knowledgeable 

on the topic of buyouts at the time of my requests. 

b. Creating the Database

All data recorded in the FPA database was gathered through documents collected

from the Harris County Clerk Real Property Document Search Portal and acts as 

supplemental information to the geodatabases I received from the HCFCD. 

The FPA database was created using Microsoft Excel and contains 27 columns and 

approximately 2,300 rows summarizing each document [Appendix D]. The first column 

“Policy Document Number” contains the document identification number assigned by the 

Harris County Clerk, useful for recalling the document. The second column states whether the 

document is a buyout, notated as “BO”, or eminent domain, notated as “ED”. Aside from 
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JUDGE, L/P, and ORDER types, the documents do not explicitly indicate whether the 

property was acquired via eminent domain or a voluntary buyout. To decipher between which 

documents belonged to buyouts or eminent domain, I checked for additional pages attached 

to the document describing the grant funding type, which would only appear for buyouts, as 

well as information about buyout property regulations [Appendix B]. All other documents 

without the attached pages were  classified as ED [Appendix C]. Additionally, ED included 

information about irregular parcel shapes, easements, or a note describing the HCFCD 

project the property was intended for. The following two columns describe the date and year 

of the purchase.Up to date information is critical for creating timelines of major flooding 

events leading up to the property acquisition. 

The next three columns describe details surrounding the compensation or award for 

the property given to the grantor. Column E lists the total award for all documents except 

those with ORDER or JUDGE instrument types. For ORDER and JUDGE types. that were 

contested in court, the original award sum is listed here. All cells showing $0 in this category 

indicate that the grantor offered the parcel as a charitable donation, likely in exchange for tax 

benefits. All cells that were left blank indicate that the document did not state a compensation 

amount. The two following columns are for ORDER and JUDGE types only. Column F, 

“Additional Award” shows the agreed-upon additional award to the defendant if the original 

was successfully contested by the defendant (grantor). Column G, “Final Award” lists the final 

total award ordered by the court. This information was split into three columns for ORDER 

and JUDGE types with the contested award sum so that future studies receive a summary of 

the award process before and after proceedings. 

Column H, “Type” indicates the document’s instrument type. The instrument type is 

identified on the document’s header, as well as under “instrument type” on the initial returns 
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page of the HCC Real Property Document Search Portal. 

The four following columns list information about the grantor(s). “Owner”, lists the 

name(s) of the individual(s) or organization that granted the property. “Owner Type” 

categorizes the grantor into six types: Individual, organization (“Org”), government (“Gov”), 

Not-for-profit organization (non-profit), religious organization (“Religious”), and estates 

(“Estate”). To determine which of these categories the grantor fell under, I used context 

clues, therefore the information listed in this column may not be 100 percent accurate. All 

grantors with names or names of family members were categorized as individuals. All 

documents that listed business names were listed as organizations, distinguished by 

abbreviations and acronyms in the name such as “LLC”, “Org”, “Corp.”, or “Ltd.”. All grantors 

described as public schools and school districts, cities, counties,municipal utility districts, 

state universities, or the federal government were categorized under “government”. Some 

documents included demographic information about the sex(es) of the grantor(s) as well as 

the grantor’s marital status, which is included in the database in their respective columns. 

The information regarding demographics and the type of grantor was recorded for the use of 

future studies should any researcher want to filter the database for a specific type of 

demographic. 

Columns M through R provide summaries of all locational information listed on the 

document. This information is important for accurately recording the parcel on the map as 

most of the documents do not contain a physical address and need to be identified using 

another method should it not be listed in the databases given to me by the HCFCD. 

Documents that did include a physical address have the address listed within the “Street”, 

“Town”, and “Zip Code” columns.  

The “Unit, Tract” column contains the unit and tract identification number assigned to 
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the property by Harris County. The unit number indicates the unique identification number for 

the watershed and facility type that the property is situated within (HCFCD 2021b). For 

example, the unit number “C100-00-00” is assigned to all properties situated within the Sims 

Bayou watershed channel improvements. The letter corresponds to a major county 

watershed, followed by a series of numbers and letters specifying the facility type (detention 

basin, channel, etc.) and project activity (bridge, maintenance, right of way (ROW), etc.) The 

tract number indicates the specific parcel identification number assigned to the property. The 

tract number follows the unit number. So, “C100-00-00-07-011.3” indicates that parcel 07-

011.3 is within the Sims Bayou Watershed and classified as a channel. 

Column Q, “Description”, contains all the additional geographic information about the 

property that is listed on the document. Most include the neighborhood/subdivision name, 

acreage, lot number, block number, and some contain intersection information. All the 

columns are filled in with information regardless of whether the other columns are completed 

for future studies which may require knowledge of topics like the subdivision or neighborhood 

names. Neither the buyout nor eminent domain HCFCD databases contain information about 

the properties’ neighborhood or subdivision. 

Lastly, column R, “New Mailing Address”, contains the presumed new mailing 

address of the grantor. Assuming the new mailing address represents where the grantor 

relocated to after the property acquisition, this information will be useful for researchers 

studying the movement of people after property acquisition. All blank cells indicate that the 

information did not exist in the document and was therefore not recorded. 

Column S, “Funding Type”, contains information regarding the type of grant HCFCD 

used to purchase a buyout property. Information about the grant funding types is located 

within the property document within a set of attached documents describing the regulations 
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and limitations of the remaining land after a buyout occurs. The grant information described 

here belongs exclusively to the voluntary buyout properties. Five types of grants were 

employed by HCFCD for voluntary buyouts. HMGP was the most common type of grant 

found throughout the documents with buyouts from 2008 to 2020 employing the funding type. 

HMGP funding is provided to states and local governments by FEMA following a 

presidentially declared disaster (FEMA 2021g). 

 Pre-disaster Mitigation Grant Program (PDM) funding is given to states and some 

non-profit organizations by FEMA for planning and directing hazard mitigation projects before 

a disaster occurs, helping to reduce the amount of federal funding given following an actual 

disaster (FEMA 2015). Buyouts made with PDM funding were found on documents from 

2008 to 2020.  

Community Development Block Grant Disaster Recovery Program (CDBG-DR) 

funding is provided by the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development 

(HUD) and is applied for by states and local governments following a Presidentially declared 

disaster (HUD 2021b). CDBG-DR grants were less common in HCFCD buyouts and were 

used between the years 2012 to  2018. The Severe Repetitive Loss Program (SRL) provides 

states and local governments participating in the NFIP with funding for insured properties that 

have experienced two or more insurance claims that have together exceeded the value of 

the property (FEMA 2012). HCFCD employed SRL grants for buyouts between 2010 and 

2015. Lastly, the FMA provides grants to applying states, local governments and 

communities, and some non-profits for purchasing properties to reduce future flood losses 

(FEMA 2015). HCFCD used FMA funds for buyouts between the years 2008 to 2018. 

Determining if a property purchased via eminent domain removed the ownership of 

the entire property or a partial section of the property from the owner is important for studying 
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the patterns and differences of the use of eminent domain in different neighborhoods and 

areas.  The HCFCD eminent domain database does not explicitly indicate if the property 

described is a full or partial amount of the original property. Column T, “Full or Partial Tract”, 

states whether HCFCD took the entire property or a portion of it. To determine which method 

was used, I referred to the description of the property. Within the description I looked for 

phrases like “save and except”, “portion of”, or “out of'' as an indicator that only a portion of 

the property was taken. Descriptions of the acquisitions of the entire property use the phrase 

“all of [stated lot]”. Any documents that did not provide enough information regarding the tract 

size were left blank in this column. 

The remaining four columns describe the intended project for eminent domain 

properties as well as information pertaining to trials and trial rulings. The “Contested” column 

indicates whether the grantor contested the original eminent domain notice. Documents that 

began with or included the phrase “No party having filed timely objections to the findings” 

imply that the grantors did not contest the notice or the award sum. Documents including the 

phrases “HCFCD and [name of grantor] announced ready for trial” and “have reached a full... 

resolution of their differences” imply that the notice or the award sum were contested by the 

grantor. Only documents with the instrument types “ORDER” and “JUDGE” stated 

information about any contest. The following columns “Reason for Contest” and “Final 

Judgement” list the reasons the grantor contested the notice- typically due to the award 

offered, and the final judgment from the court. Lastly, the final column, “Reason”, describes 

the project that the HCFCD intended the property to be used for. Most projects listed were for 

drainage easements, detention ponds, or recreational lands, such as hike and bike trails, for 

public use. This information was either mentioned in the description of the property or at the 

top of the document with a project identification number. 
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c. Mapping Properties without Addresses

Most of the properties listed in the database overlapped with the geocoded databases

HCFCD provided, but roughly 100 properties in the FPA database were unmatched. To 

display as many of the acquisitions completed as possible, I manually recorded the 

unmatched properties on the map. A small portion listed an address and was simply 

geocoded and added to the map. For those without a listed address, I used the additional 

locational descriptions to assign the properties a point representing the approximate 

locations. 

For entries including a unit number, I first identified the watershed using the list of 

watershed identification and project numbers listed in a TX-DOT flood insurance study 

document (TXDOT 2019). The HCFCD website lists information on reading and decoding 

watershed and project IDs, but the TX-DOT document readily lists every ID and was, 

therefore, more efficient as a reference document. I then referenced the HCFCD “Active 

Projects in Harris County” embedded GIS application displaying the locations of every project 

and watershed number (HCFCD 2021c). General boundaries of the project ID located, I used 

the ArcGIS Pro “Create Feature” tool to add a point representing the recorded property. The 

point number listed on the attribute table was then added to the “Point Number” column of 

the database. The locations of these points are approximate, but closely indicate the areas 

where buyouts were completed. 

For entries including a subdivision name within the property description, I used the 

ArcGIS “Locator” tool to search the subdivision and added a point representing the 

property. For those entries with subdivisions that the Locator tool could not identify, I referred 

to the attribute table of the Harris County subdivisions shapefile, adding a point within the 
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shaded selected area. These points are also recorded in the “Point Number” column. As with 

the properties mapped using the project ID, these are also approximate locations that closely 

indicate the areas where buyouts were completed. 

The remaining entries that were not recorded in the HCFCD geocoded table and did 

not list enough information to be mapped using the unit number or subdivision references 

were left in the database for use of the other available categories of data. The remaining 

entries can likely be explained as a delay or mishap in recording the information by either the 

HCFCD or HCC. 

d. Adding databases from other municipalities and organizations

The shapefiles given to me by the City of LaPorte and the City of Pearland were added

to the map and displayed among the HCFCD points. Pearland is only partially within Harris 

County. The ArcGIS Pro “Clip” tool was used to exclude properties not within the county in 

the final map. The properties purchased by the City of Nassau Bay were added manually 

using the “Create Point Feature” tool. Figure 1 displays these properties alongside the 

HCFCD buyouts. 

VII. Findings and Discussion

In this applied research paper, I asked what types of and how much data I could 

collect about past federally funded buyout properties, as well as how to visualize it and 

record it into a functioning database. I sought to establish data collection methods to reap the 

most information possible about each completed buyout in the past 20 years. With the 

knowledge that buyouts are under-researched despite presenting effectiveness in managed 

retreat, but also that programs are often accompanied by social and environmental injustices, 
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I wanted to know how the quantitative and geographic data could collaborate with qualitative 

data to add a “human” element to buyout research.  

Using Harris County as the study site, the HCFCD as the example agency overseeing 

buyout programs, and real property data, this directed research report attempted to answer 

the following: Where have completed voluntary floodplain buyouts occurred within Harris 

County, Texas since 2001? What entities other than the HCFCD purchase floodplain 

properties? What information do real property records contain that can be analyzed and 

recorded to supply additional information about the properties and the previous property 

owners?  
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Figure 1. Map of Harris County representing the 1% floodplain, major streams, and federally funded 
buyouts since 2000 
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a. Maps of HCFCD buyout properties

I collected shapefiles of buyouts completed by the HCFCD since 2000 and mapped it 

on ArcGIS Pro Software [Fig. 1]. Nearly 3,000 buyouts completed by the HCFCD are 

represented with the acquisitions made by the city governments. Buyout locations tend to 

coincide with the 1 percent floodplain and streams. Concentrations of buyouts are evident in 

Figure 2. Large scale view of the Cypress Creek watershed area with buyout and eminent domain points 

the northwest corner of the county where the Cypress Creek watershed is located. 

Unsurprisingly, nearly 9,500 homes and businesses in the watershed were flooded 

during 2017 Hurricane Harvey. The heavily flood-prone Cypress Creek watershed is an 
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example of the errors of urbanization before floodplain maps of the county were drawn, 

errors of which are perpetuated today by a lack of urban development restrictions. A 

watershed plan from The Houston-Galveston Area Council (2018) estimated 52 percent of 

the watershed was covered in impervious, urban development, a large leap from the 18 

percent cover in 1996.  

Generally, urbanization exposes communities to increasing flood hazards by 

increasing the size and frequency of flood events (Konrad 2016). Despite multiple major 

flooding events over the past 20 years, development is still permitted in the 1 percent 

floodplain so long as base elevation codes are met (WGA 2018). Interestingly, HCFCD 

engineers have made statements to the press that development in the floodplain and urban 

sprawl play no role in exacerbating flooding events because the HCFCD excavates detention 

ponds to accommodate new development (Zedaker, Vigh, Arraij 2020).  

Transparency in governance is key in building just practices in flood mitigation- but 

sometimes the problems are so deeply rooted in decisions of the past, they are not 

immediately obvious. Observing the concentrations of buyouts and eminent domain 

occurrences in the Cypress Creek watershed [Fig. 2], it begs the question of ethics in flood 

mitigation. Most eminent domain points indicate that the HCFCD has structural mitigation 

projects in the area. It can be assumed that large percentages of buyout funding are spent in 

the Cypress Creek watershed in addition to the costs of detention excavations, not to 

mention the compensation to home and business owners when eminent domain is enacted 

to make room for structural mitigation projects to accommodate developers in the floodplain. 

Residents will continue to endure the distress and fear of flood waters entering their homes. 

The cycle of buyout applications pouring into the inboxes of the implementors followed by 

community disruption and more detention ponds and eminent domain use will continue 
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repeatedly until action is taken to restrict urban sprawl and new development in the deep 

floodplain. It is impossible to truly establish equitable practices in floodplain retreat and 

mitigation when this cycle perpetuates environmental injustice for everyone.  

b. Municipal government buyouts

The Cities of Pearland and La Porte confirmed that each government has received 

federal grants for buyouts and continue to apply for funding when applicable.  

Figure 3. Completed buyouts in Harris County. Insets displaying Pearland, Nassau Bay, and La Porte 
buyouts 
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The City of Nassau Bay replied that while the city  does not regularly apply for buyout 

grants, it did apply for and receive a one-time FMA grant to buyout a row of repetitive loss 

homes in 2017. The city used the funds to purchase and demolish eight houses on Leeward 

Lane [Fig. 3; yellow]. The city manager also relayed to me that one of the houses in the row 

did not qualify for the federal grant because it was not covered by an active flood policy. The 

city used its funds to purchase that house and demolish it. All the demolitions were 

completed in 2020 and the land now exists as open space in perpetuity for improved storm 

water quality.  

I was surprised to find that so few cities and organizations head buyout programs. 

Observing city government buyouts, each appears successful in acquiring contiguous lots, 

which is easier and more realistic for repurposing the land for communitywide benefits. 

Larger organizations can select more houses for buyouts, but timelines and alternatives often 

result in program attrition and checkerboard lots, halting any useful land repurposing projects 

(Zavar and Hagelman 2016). Local governments can even navigate the buyout process 

quicker than can larger authorities or states when they establish a local funding mechanism 

independent of federal funds (Peterson et al. 2020), while also having the ability to tailor the 

projects to local needs and having more flexibility in the selection process (Curran-Groome et 

al. 2022). Harris County cities likely see the resources and funding of the HCFCD and see no 

additional benefits to implementing a separate program. 

More Harris County cities apply for grants to fund housing elevations than for 

acquisitions. A representative for the City of Jersey Village confirmed that its government has 

been focused on using funds to elevate homes as a form of flood mitigation, stating that the 

city is able to help more residents with this method than by buyouts. The City of Houston 

began a base elevation program following Hurricane Harvey as did Nassau Bay, Piney Point 
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Village, Houston, and Friendswood. 

c. Notable finds from the HCC search portal

 Perhaps the most valuable information obtained throughout this research is contained 

within the database I created using records stored with the HCC. While the GIS data supplied 

to me by the HCFCD provided much of the geographical data I needed, the additional data 

gathered through the records offer details about the previous owners that will prove useful in 

analyzing past decisions. Using the HCC Document Search Portal, documents describing the 

exchange between the previous owner and the HCFCD can be found. This data is free and 

available to the public through the HCC website. The HCC documents provide details about 

the marital status and sex of the previous owners, the sum offered to the owners for the 

property, any related court proceedings, the previous owner’s new address, and a description 

of the property including details about the subdivision and shape of the property. 

Of the qualitative data collected from the real property documents, I was able to record 

the type of property owner (individual, business, non-profit, etc.) for 99 percent of the entries. 

Of those entries, I was able to interpret that approximately 78 percent of the properties 

acquired by the HCFCD, including by eminent domain, since 2000 were owned by individual 

residents, 16 percent belonged to businesses, with the remaining categories totaling less 

than 3 percent each [Table 1]. Some 22 percent of the records included a return address that 

may prove useful in locating or contacting previous property owners for interviews or surveys 

in addition to mapping their potential new locations [Fig. 4]. 
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Property Owner Type 
Percentage of Total 

Available Entries 

Individual 78% 
For Profit Organization/Business 16% 

Non-Profit Organization 1% 

Government 3% 
House of Worship/Religious 1% 

Estates and Trusts <1%

Table 1. Table depicting the breakup of the 99 percent of database entries with information about the 
type of property owner 

The real property documents also provided demographic information. The following 

numbers are approximate and include both buyout and eminent domain type acquisitions. 

 41 percent of the database entries provide information about the marital status of the owner. 

70 percent of the total are married, with 27 percent single, and 3 percent widowed [Table 2]. 

34 percent of the database entries include specification of the sex(es) of the owners. 80 

percent of that data included indication of a male and female couple, 8 percent are male, and 

12 percent are listed as female.  

Qualitative data about the owners of the buyout and eminent domain properties found 

within the real property documents indicate that more specific details exist for more in-depth 

study of the kinds of individuals affected by relocation. Additionally, some categories contain 

further details about the individuals that can be used to create a better picture of them. For 

example, the “name” column contains some entries with multiple names of owners. It can be 

inferred that some properties with multiple names sharing a common surname were passed 

on generation to generation, while some contain multiple listings of the same name(s) under 

several different properties, perhaps indicating investment properties. In all, the qualitative 

arb292
Cross-Out
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data recorded in the database provides specificities about the people and properties affected 

that would otherwise not be found in GIS shapefiles. 

Table 2. Table describing the breakup of 41% of the database entries with information about the 
marital status of the owner(s) 

Sex 
Percentage of 
total available 

entries 
Male and Female 
Couples 

80% 

Female 12% 

Male 8% 

Table 3. Table describing the breakup of the 34 percent of database entries with information about 
the sex of the owner(s) 

The variety of information found within the FPA database begins to create picture of 

the geographical, economic, and social patterns of Harris County’s efforts toward flood 

mitigation. This data provides numbers and geographical information that can be displayed, 

studied, and questioned, but it lacks a certain human element. The maps and statistics do 

not describe the personal impacts or experiences of those who participated in a buyout, 

which is vital in fully understanding the social effects of the buyout process and the managed 

retreat process at large.  

Additionally, this data does not provide knowledge of the homes or businesses that 

were not selected in the application process, nor does it display the impacts to those who 

Marital Status Percentage of Total 
Available Entries 

Married 70% 

Single 27% 
Widowed 3% 
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opted to stay in their location despite the financial burdens of repairing property and meeting 

new insurance requirements. A holistic approach will require additional information collected 

by interviews, surveys, and conversations with the people and communities most affected by 

the buyout process and past city planning that placed them within the 1 percent floodplain or 

higher to begin with. This mixed-method approach will allow us to comprehend and identify 

the benefits of the process, the areas for improvement, the long-term impacts on residents 

who either chose to stay and rebuild or whose homes were not selected. As the buyout 

method continues to grow in popularity, this holistic approach can aide in setting smarter 

guidelines for successful mitigation. 

d. Possible new locations of buyout participants

Figure 4. Map displaying the presumed new locations of a portion of HCFCD buyout participants 
across Texas, South Dakota, Illinois, and Washington D.C.,  



Figure 5. Map displaying the presumed new locations of a portion of HCFCD buyout 
volunteers who remained in the Harris County area contrasted with the 1% floodplain and 
original locations  

Studying community displacement and the movement of people following the 

completion of a buyout is a necessary next step in understanding the social justice impacts of 

buyouts (Siders 2019). Information on where families and individuals move to after giving up 

their homes would provide researchers and buyout program implementers with a greater 

understanding of whether those people are remaining in the floodplain or if their new homes 

are of greater or lesser value than the last. It would also create opportunities to interview the 

buyout participants and gauge their perceptions of the process and whether they ultimately 

were happy with the decision. 

HCC documents revealed that the new addresses of the homeowners can be found 

on some of the signature lines. Of the HCFCD buyout properties, 225 of the documents 

supplied a new home address. A small   number of those addresses paint an interesting 
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backstory. For example, one of the buyout participants appeared to be living in a room at the 

Red Roof Inn at the time of the finalized transaction. 

There are limitations to the accuracy of this data, however, and it should be noted that 

the addresses are presumed new locations. Some of the addresses the homeowner left 

were the addresses of the buyout property. Other properties may be owned by individuals 

who rent out the home and some may be unoccupied properties left to a family member in a 

will or trust. The same opportunities exist in studying the displacement of families and 

businesses following a full property acquisition by eminent domain. Approximately 300 of the 

database entries for eminent domain acquisitions provide new addresses, though with the 

same limitations. 

e. Eminent domain acquisitions

The real property documents provided valuable information about properties 

acquired via eminent domain which were unique to the buyout documents. Because eminent 

domain orders can be contested, there were court proceedings documents attached to the 

deed. While most contested for more pay, some documents had personality. 

A single woman living  in the historically Black neighborhood of Kashmere Gardens 

contested the eminent domain notice she received from the HCFCD that her home would 

soon be taken from her. The plot of land she lived on, along with that of other homes on her 

block, was to be  cleared of structures and converted into a hike and bike trail. The court did 

not lift the eminent domain order, but the woman did convince the court to mandate that the 

HCFCD memorialize a pedestrian bridge or tree along the hike and bike trail with a plaque in 

memory of a well-loved teacher from the Kashmere Gardens neighborhood. Less captivating, 

a multi-acre landowner attempted to contest his compensation for about a quarter of his land. 
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Unfortunately, the court did not rule in his favor initially. Instead, he requested the dirt 

upheaved for the HCFCD’s project be left on his side of the property for his use. The court 

granted him the dirt. 

Figure 6. Map of Harris County displaying all HCFCD and municipal government buyouts and 
eminent domain orders. Eminent domain is ordered for public benefit  (flood mitigation 
projects) or by condemnation. 

Figure 6 displays point data from the HCFCD eminent domain database. Series of 

dots along waterways and the 1 percent floodplain lines indicate flood control projects like 

easements or ROWs. I performed a spatial analysis in Arc GIS Pro on the eminent domain 
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points to determine what percent of the points lay outside of the floodplain, but it confirmed 

that every point is within the floodplain. By this data, the HCFCD only uses its funding and 

power of eminent domain within its 1 percent floodplain parameters.  

Unlike the inconsistent dispersing and condensing of the buyout points, the eminent 

domain points generally follow a smooth path along the waterways and floodplain. The 

HCFCD geodata for the eminent domain properties dates to the 1920s, and any eminent 

domain point that appears erratically placed more than likely connects to a line of other 

points for projects that occurred before 2000 or will in the future.  

The connectivity of the eminent domain projects is especially useful for anticipating the 

next moves the HCFCD will make. With the knowledge that these points represent a 

mandatory handing over of property, one might grasp a clearer understanding of upcoming 

events. The HCFCD has maps on the website outlining future projects, however there is no 

indication that parts of property or the entire lot may be taken for the projects. 

VII. Conclusion

Relocation practices and buyout programs that are socially and environmentally just 

begin with households and communities having access to comprehensible, accurate, and 

timely information about the buyout process, as well as for those who will experience 

mandatory relocation via eminent domain for the purpose of flood mitigation projects. The 

hope for this work is to describe methodology for buyout and eminent domain data collection 

and to share the data that can be found in a county clerk search portal. All of which can be 

compiled and studied and used for the betterment of future programs and to empower flood-

prone communities with all the information necessary to educate themselves and have a 

voice in this process.  
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The motivating push behind this research lies in the  social equity aspects of 

managed retreat and the buyout process. For many living in flood-prone areas, other 

environmental dangers exist day to day. On top of taking the brunt of many historical flooding 

events, the community of the historically Black neighborhood, Kashmere Gardens, has 

experienced air toxins and pollutants on a daily basis due to nearby chemical plants (Lynn 

2017). Retreating from a flood-prone area should never lead a person or family to worse 

conditions, and those who remain in their neighborhoods among emptied houses should not 

ever be subjected to the hazards of decaying or unkempt lots or loss of resources.  

It is likely that many, if not most, people are either satisfied with or ambivalent about 

their experiences with buyouts or even eminent domain. Those thousands of Houstonians 

who actively applied for HCFCD buyout funding are likely looking forward to leaving their 

flood-prone homes. While preparing to write the literature review, I encountered multiple 

news articles about dissatisfied Harris County residents following Hurricane Harvey, which 

mostly entailed distrust of their public leaders and feelings of being treated like a number by 

disaster response organizations. It indicates that processes which remove people from their 

homes should be people-focused even if they are happy to take their compensation and 

leave. Floodplain buyouts will likely gain in popularity in the coming years. Practicing 

transparency in decision-making, meeting with the community affected, proactive planning, 

and funding alternative methods to reduce risk will build public trust in organizations like the 

HCFCD. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A. Harris County Clerk Real Property Document Search Portal demonstrating criteria for 
searching warranty deed records 



 

Appendix B. Example of a document that is classified as a buyout type 















 

Appendix C. Example of a document that is classified as an eminent domain type 







Appendix D. 

Example Photos of the FPA Database 
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